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THE EVOLUTION OF NATIONS

By JOHN R. SWANTON
Bureau of American Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution

THE COMMON OBSESSION

It is commonly believed that our American Indians were divided into

a limited number of distinct tribes which originated and continued to exist

in a manner suggestive of the immutable species of the older biologists.

The same view is entertained by many regarding nations in general. They

are supposed to have come through divine or through natural determi-

nation—depending upon the presence or absence of a religious viewpoint

on the part of the individual discussing them.

THE SITUATION AS TO TRIBES

As to tribes, even a superficial study of them, whether in America or

elsewhere, will quickly dispel the idea that they are simple or permanent

units, and one soon discovers that they present the most bewildering com-

binations and contradictions. In the first place we must inquire how we
are to define a tribe, what factors determine that a certain body of people

is a tribe.

Governmental unity would probably first occur to us, but in some cases

governmental unity extended to several tribes, as for instance with the

Iroquois and Creeks, not to mention the Aztec and Inca empires, and on

the other hand there are so-called tribes like the Dakota, Chippewa, Cree,

Shuswap, and many more which had no governmental unity, besides a

number, like the Blackfoot and Caddo, in which such government was

of the most tenuous character.

Identity in physical type might be expected, but as a matter of fact all

kinds of mixtures and contrasts occur, though that is perhaps not so

marked in America as in the Old World. Thus, the New England Indians

agree with the Iroquois in physical type but differ entirely in language

and in many fundamental aspects of their culture. The same is true of

the Dakota and Arikara, of the Wichita and Winnebago, and of many

of the peoples of California and the eastern parts of South America. On
the other hand the following pairs, Chippewa and Delaware, Comanche
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and Hopi, Winnebago and Omaha, Kodiak Eskimo and those of the Arctic

coast, belong to the same linguistic stock but are divergent physically.

Separation of tribes along cultural lines should be looked for, but when

we plot cultural features we find that there are comparatively few that do

not extend over many groups which, on other grounds, we regard as tribes.

On the other hand these overlap in such a way that members of the same

tribe would probably be classed in distinct groups if the classification were

based on certain selected cultural characteristics.

Of all cultural features the most significant is language because, in

order to promote any common activities, a generally understood means of

communication must be employed. However, it has to be admitted at

once that two or more tribes may speak the same or closely related tongues,

as was the case with the Dakota and Assiniboin, the Choctaw and Ghicka-

saw, the Muskogee-Creeks and Seminole, the Illinois and Miami, the

Sauk, Foxes, and Kickapoo, the Shoshoni and Comanche, and the various

tribal groups of the Tanoan and Keresan pueblos. Cases in which different

languages were spoken in the same tribe are not so common, but they

occur. Aside from the Iroquois and Creeks, which may be classed as con-

federations, we may instance the Cherokee who gave refuge to the Tuske-

gee, and some bands of Yuchi, Natchez, and Iroquois, the Natchez who
incorporated two villages speaking Tunican languages, and the Hopi who
took in the Tewa pueblo of Hano. In later times the Siouan Hidatsa

and Mandan formed a near unity with the Caddoan Arikara, the Kiowa

with the Athapascan Kiowa Apache, and the Algonquian Blackfoot with

the Athapascan Sarsi.

Beyond this the types of organization or association to which the name

"tribe" has been given are found to be infinitely varied. In the Great

Basin Steward finds peoples who, although receiving specific names from

outsiders, hardly recognized any coherence at all, being temporarily drawn

together by the abundance of certain kinds of food. In other parts of the

territory these ordinarily ephemeral bands began to take on a more perma-

nent character. We have this stage represented in southern and central

Texas and along the Arctic coast. Such associations carried with them the

very slightest governmental or other common functions. A step toward

greater integration is indicated among such tribes as the Blackfoot, Dakota,

Comanche, and Chippewa, where, although a common government was

either rudimentary or entirely wanting, there existed a "consciousness of

kind" which kept the several bands of the "tribe" from fighting one

another. A somewhat tighter organization appears among the Delaware,

where three subtribes or bands had formed a sort of confederation and

possessed a similar ritual, but one of these, the Munsee, was very loosely
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bound to the others. When we come to the eastern Plains tribes south of

the Dakota and Blackfoot, we find that they were united politically and

economically, in connection particularly with the annual bison hunt, and

that they were also bound together by a tribal social and ceremonial system.

From tribe to tribe, however, the forms varied considerably. Union through

common ceremonials was also marked among the Pueblos. A still higher

stage was reached by some of the eastern woodland tribes—the Iroquois,

a confederation of five tribes of coordinate authority to which in time

several others were adjoined on somewhat lower planes, and the Creeks,

who seem to have originated in an association of coordinate and related

tribes later expanded by the admission of tribes more distantly related or

related not at all. Some of these last appear to have been looked down

upon by older members of the confederation but not subjected to any

other disabilities, and in 1791 Swan numbered the chiefs of the alien

Natchez and Alabama among the six most influential Creek leaders. The

Natchez state was a pure theocracy ruled by men drawn from a class of

nobles supposed to be descended from the solar deity, and it had the

appearance of an absolute monarchy, though one in which, as usual,

authority was circumscribed by an imperative set of customs and usages.

And finally there may be mentioned the two great empires of the Mexicans

and the Incas, the latter deserving a place at the very top in competition

with any Old World empire previous to that of Rome.

But lest we place too much stress on centralized authority and cere-

monial as signs of superiority in the social and political scale, we must

contrast with the Natchez and Creeks their neighbors the Chickasaw, Choc-

taw, and Cherokee. The Chickasaw were a rather highly integrated mili-

tary tribe but lacked the elaborate political and ceremonial organization

of the two just considered, and the centralization of authority was weak

in times of peace. The Choctaw and Cherokee might be defined as loose

confederacies of towns held together more by similarities in language,

customs, and interests than by a centralized political or ceremonial frame-

work. The Cherokee did not have a recognized head chief until very late

and it is claimed that there was no head chief among the Choctaw until

such an institution was suggested to them by the French.

In short, there is no one universally valid principle identifying a body

of people as a tribe, and tribes or tribal groups varied so enormously as to

dispose effectually of the idea that there was an immutability about them

either in their origin or later development. Sanctions of supernatural char-

acter were claimed in the more developed tribes such as the Natchez,

the Aztec, and the Inca state, but these were plainly afterthoughts intended

to stabilize a condition brought about by less occult means.
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THE SITUATION AS TO NATIONS

On turning to examine the more advanced states or "nations" we find

again a total lack of any one unifying principle or set of principles that

would lend color to the dogma of an immutability in their number or their

constitution. A review of the history of the more important of these will

make this evident.

STATES OF THE ANCIENT WORLD

Before Egypt was a united nation its territory was the seat of several

contemporary cultures, and politically it was divided into a number of

small city-states. These in time became fused into two, in upper and

lower Egypt respectively, and ultimately Menes, the pharaoh of upper

Egypt, conquered the delta kingdom and brought all Egypt beneath his

sway. In the movements accompanying this integration of the land, neigh-

boring peoples played a great part, Libyan influence being particularly

marked in the northern kingdom. Trade with Syria was carried on in the

predynastic period, and by the time of the First Dynasty it had extended

to the Tigris-Euphrates Valley. There were also modifications in the popu-

lation itself. The original occupants belonged to the slender Mediterranean

race, but by the time of the First Dynasty Childe reports a "larger and

more robust" dolichocephalic type, "and later on when the capital was

transferred to Lower Egypt under the Third Dynasty a brachycephalic

'Armenoid' type becomes prominent among the upper classes." Among
the enemies and followers of Menes, Petrie distinguishes as many as six

physical types, and later relations between Egypt and her neighbors brought

in representatives of all of the peoples of southwestern Asia and northeast

ern Africa, and also some of the maritime tribes of southeastern Europe.

For about a hundred years Egypt was in subjection to the Hyksos, Semites

from the borderland of Syria. Assyrians entered the country and conquered

it for a brief period, many thousands of Jews sought refuge here after the

fall of Jerusalem in 586 B. C, it was later subjected to the Persians, and

finally conquered by Alexander the Great. Long before Alexander's time an

influx of Greeks had begun, attracted in part by trading opportunities and

in part by pay as mercenaries in the pharaoh's army, but after Alexander

Hellenic influences increased enormously while the country continued

under the government of the Greek family of the Ptolemies. At one or

two periods in her history Egypt was the seat of an empire and extended

her rule beyond the confines of Egypt proper, but upon the whole she

showed less imperialistic ambition than most of the other powerful states

with which she was brought in contact. The pharaohs of the Twelfth
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Dynasty carried their southern boundary well into Nubia, and the great

warring monarch Thutmose III of the Eighteenth Dynasty conquered all

Syria to the Euphrates. Ordinarily, however, the Egyptian monarchs

merely aspired to control the nearer parts of Nubia, the Sinaitic peninsula

on account of its mines, and southern Syria as the key to Egypt itself.

Still more complex in its ethnic and linguistic make-up was lower Meso-

potamia, the Tigris-Euphrates Valley. Its civilization began with the

Sumerians, a people who still remain much of a mystery and whose lan-

guage it has so far been found impossible to relate to any other. They

were soon brought in contact with Semitic tribes to the westward who

took over their civilization, became the dominant element in the valley

and made it the center of widely extended empires. From time to time,

however, their rule was interrupted by Elamites from the east and by

Hurrians from the north. The Sumerians were divided into a number of

city-states sharing the same culture but often mutually hostile. These seem

to have been responsible for most of the cultural advances in the valley

though they were taken up and spread abroad by other races, particularly

the Semites. It is probable that the Sumerians extended their political

power somewhat beyond the borders of the twin-river country, but the

Semitic conqueror Sargon certainly did, and at times Semitic Mesopotamian

power stretched from Elam on the east to Cappadocia and the Mediter-

ranean. On the northern border grew up Assyria, Semitic in speech but

deriving its culture from Babylonia, and this evolved into one of the most

powerful military monarchies of the ancient world. At the height of its

power it included Elam and all of Syria, reaching Cappadocia and the

Armenian highlands to the north and for a few years even subjecting

Egypt. This state collapsed suddenly at the close of the seventh cen-

tury B. C. and was succeeded in part by a revived Babylonia which had

received a new influx of people from Arabia, the Chaldeans. The Baby-

lonian empire included Syria and Palestine but fell as suddenly as Assyria

before the rising power of the Medes and Persians from beyond the Zagros.

Almost as soon as it appeared in history the Persian monarchy trans-

cended the limits of Persia proper and built up an empire extending at

times from the Nile Valley and the shores of the Aegean to the borders of

India and Central Asia. It is significant of its imperial position that the

old capitals were largely given up and the center of government fixed at

Susa, the ancient capital of Elam, Persia was conquered, as we know, by

Alexander the Great, and after his death the greater part of his Asiatic

conquests were acquired by one of his generals, Seleucus, and came to be

called the Seleucid Empire. The first capital of this state was at Seleucia

on the Tigris, returning the center of power to Babylonia, and although
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it was later displaced by Antioch in Syria, the Parthian and new Persian

monarchies which succeeded the Greeks in the east established their capital

at Ctesiphon opposite Seleucia. After the Mohammedan conquest the

Abbasid caliphs ruled from Baghdad 15 miles higher up the Tigris. Thus

the Tigris-Euphrates Valley retained the capitals of empires controlling

much of western Asia long after that region itself had lost its independence.

The much dissected plateau of Asia Minor was the home of a number

of small states, and in ancient times these were brought under one govern-

ment only for a brief period by the Hittites, although the Lydian monarchs

came near doing so. After the conquests of Alexander the Great, western

Asia Minor fell to a new kingdom, Pergamos, but the last king of Pergamos

bequeathed his country to Rome, and Rome soon absorbed the small states

which had established themselves in the rest of Asia Minor, all remain-

ing a part of the Roman and Byzantine empires until the intrusion of

Turks from inner Asia who founded a new state with its capital at Konia

(Iconium). These Seljuk Turks were succeeded by the Osmanli, but the

latter, after they invaded Europe, transferred their capital to Adrianople

in 1367, and the center of power passed out of Asia Minor. As a result of

World War I the Turkish capital has been returned to Asia Minor and we

have at long last a real Asia Minor state.

Like the peninsula just considered Syria was the seat of several states

none of which succeeded in unifying the country for a long period. The

Semitic kingdom founded by the Hyksos controlled much of it for a

time but soon moved its capital to Egypt. Afterward Damascus was the

most important center of power but rarely controlled the entire province.

The greater part of it was gathered into the kingdom of David and Solo-

mon, but this fell to pieces on the death of the latter. As the Greek state

of the Seleucidae lost its oriental provinces it became for a time reduced

almost within the limits of Syria, its capital being at Antioch on the

Orontes, but it was soon absorbed by Rome. In the early days of the

Mohammedan Caliphate, Damascus was made the capital of the Arabian

Empire, but the Abbasid caliphs removed it to Baghdad, and after that

time Syria was either a part of some neighboring empire or divided among

petty states. The neighborhood of powerful kingdoms to the south, east,

and north has repeatedly checkmated Syrian aspirations for nationalistic

independence.

Moreover, southern Syria, or Palestine, has had a history all its own.

Its inland section was early made the home of a number of Semitic clans,

but these rarely controlled the coasts which were occupied by the Philistines

in the south and the Phoenicians in the north. When the Hebrew empire

of David and Solomon collapsed, the original kingdom split into two
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and these were often at war. Through a successful rebellion against the

Seleucids in the second century B. C. a new Hebrew state came into exis-

tence, but after a stormy career of about a century and a half it was ab-

sorbed into the Roman Empire. Unless we except the exotic and ephemeral

kingdom of Jerusalem set up by the Crusaders in the twelfth century,

Palestine ceased to have an independent history from this time until after

World War I.

The Phoenicians were a Semitic people who took to a seafaring and

trading life and spread their colonies as far as the Atlantic Ocean. They

inhabited a number of towns along the Mediterranean which were usu-

ally independent city states. Anciently the most powerful of these was

Byblos, succeeded in turn by Sidon and Tyre, but this involved apparently

mere leadership in a confederacy. The Phoenician cities were often at-

tacked and annexed by the monarchs of Egypt, Babylonia, and other of

their neighbors.

The Philistines were comparatively late arrivals from the island of Crete,

or at least from the north. They constituted a league of five towns and

never seem to have combined into a unified monarchy.

Crete was the arena of a splendid civilization more than 3,000 years

before Christ, but we know little of its political history.' However, there

seems reason to believe that during most of the period when it was flour-

ishing the island contained a number of independent commercial city-

states like those of Phoenicia and Philistia. They may at one time have

been gathered under the leadership of Cnossos but probably during only

a part of the Minoan epoch.

Ancient Greece consisted of cantons, often mutually hostile, some gov-

erned in a highly democratic manner, some by aristocracies or oligarchies,

some by kings or tyrants, the latter self-made kings so to speak. Supremacy

among these was sought in succession by Athens, Lacedaemon, and Boeotia,

but they were ultimately brought together by Macedonia, a barbarian

border state with a mere veneer of Greek culture. After the death of

Alexander the Great most of these recovered their independence, in part

at least, and the need for unity they began to feel expressed itself in the

formation of the Achaean and Aetolian Leagues. These, however, en-

gaged in competitive struggles with each other and with the states left

outside of both until the Romans conquered all. Although Greek civiliza-

tion mastered Roman in the east after the division of the Roman Empire

took place, Greece herself had no life properly her own until 1829 when,

assisted unwillingly by some of the western European powers, she rewon

her independence from the Turks.

The Roman Empire presents us with an extreme example of a very

small nucleus expanding into a very great empire, one of the greatest in
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fact that the world has seen. This nucleus was the city of Rome at a stra-

tegic ford on the Tiber River, largely a refuge for outlaws. Scholars be-

lieve that two Indo-European peoples, the Latins and Sabines, were origi-

nal components and that non-Indo-European Etruscan elements were later

added. This complex town extended its authority first over the related

tribes of central Italy, then over the Greeks of southern Italy and Sicily,

then over the Gauls in the Po Valley and those on the Mediterranean

coast of Gaul, and finally over the entire Mediterranean world from the

Atlantic to the Euphrates and from Scotland to Nubia.

MODERN STATES

A few of these, such as Turkey and Greece, have already been considered.

On the break-up of the Roman Empire the western European states began to

evolve, but history shows that the process was a complicated one and that

consciousness of nationality did not proceed equally or logically every-

where, nor did it include the same areas at different periods.

In Roman times there was no consciousness of an Italian unity includ-

ing just that area between the Alps and Sicily. The establishment of a

Germanic Lombard kingdom in the north followed by the control of

Charlemagne and his successors of the Holy Roman Empire, and Byzantine

occupancy of the south followed by Norman and Arabic rulership served

to accentuate the differences between those sections. In course of time the

Kingdom of the Two Sicilies came into existence and embraced most of

the southern part of the peninsula besides Sicily itself, but northern Italy

was occupied by a number of principalities and republics of divergent

interests and aims in which the brilliant civilization of the renaissance

had its seat, but no tendency toward governmental unity appeared. More-

over, Italian weakness was fomented by Germany, France, and Spain,

which often sent armies into the peninsula and at times occupied parts

of the country or set puppet monarchs on one or another of the miniature

thrones. In the nineteenth century, however, the movement toward

national unity got fairly under way and was consummated at last through

collaboration between the liberty party under Garibaldi and the monarchs

of the House of Savoy along with some help from Napoleon III who
wished to weaken Austria. Fragments of peoples speaking Italian dialect?

are still outside of the present kingdom, and this "Italia irredenta" is a

constant excuse for the imperialistic ambitions of the present Fascist gov-

ernment. Yet it is noteworthy that that same government has complacently

extended its power over Germanic Trentino and Slavic Dalmatia, over

Albania, and even over Greece.
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When first revealed to us in the pages ot Caesar's "Commentaries" the

greater part of the territory that we today call France was occupied by

Celts, but Germans had already invaded the north and non-Indo-European

Aquitanians extended in the south as far as the Garonne. Greeks had

made settlements on the southern coast and now the Romans occupied the

entire country and added to its ethnic complexity. After Rome's fall

Burgundian Germans settled in the valley of the Rhone, Visigoths south

of the Loire, and Franks in the north, while the westernmost peninsula

was re-Celticized from Great Britain. The Franks, like the Burgundians

and Visigoths, were a Germanic people. They later extended their power

over nearly all of the present France and gave it their name but they also

controlled a part of Germany, and in time the borders of this Frankish

empire were carried by the Emperor Charlemagne eastward to the Danube.

After his death this huge territory was divided among his grandsons and

it was only by degrees that the westernmost section evolved into the later

realm of France. For a very long time, indeed, the authority of the Caro-

lingians was extremely weak and that of the Capetian kings was almost con-

fined to a central region called the Isle de France, while some of their

great subjects like the Dukes of Burgundy were as powerful as themselves

and as independent as if they were monarchs in their own right. In the

meantime the Norse had descended upon the coast and founded another

equally free state, the Duchy of Normandy, and when the Dukes of

Normandy became Kings of England, France was to all practical pur-

poses divided between two rival monarchs. Under Philip Augustus (1180-

1223) France began to exhibit some of the sentiments associated with

nationality, although for a long time afterward the feelings and sympathies

of the northern French and those of Provence were antagonistic. Elimina-

tion of the disturbing British influence in the fifteenth century aided

materially in promoting nationalistic feeling but this was upset again by the

religious wars, and it was not until the accession of the House of Bourbon

that France took her place as a well-integrated European state with some-

thing like a common national consciousness. But here we observe the

same phenomenon that we have noted already, immediate use of internal

unity for external aggression, and during this period the boundaries of

France on the east and north moved back and forth with small regard to

the language, culture, or sentiments of the peoples who at one time fell

within the French state and at another outside of its boundaries. Since

then, with every war, the lines have shifted, whether a Bourbon, a Bona-

parte, or a republican president was in office. During the same period a

vast overseas empire has been added in Africa, Asia, and America. These

territories are, or until recently were, under the French Government,
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without being French. And should Alsace, Lorraine, and the Walloon

districts of Belgium be in or outside of France?

A peninsula like the Iberian, shut off from the rest of Europe by the

Pyrenees, ought, one would suppose, to exhibit the phenomenon of

nationalism in its most extreme form, but such is not the case. At the

fall of the Roman Empire it became part of the Kingdom of the Visigoths,

but their territory extended to the Loire and their capital was in southern

France until they were driven out of that country by the Franks. They

were not in complete control of the peninsula, however, since there was

for a time an independent Suevian kingdom in the northwest and the

authority of the central government was challenged in many other localities.

Before they had a chance to bring all parts of the realm under complete

control the Mohammedan invasions destroyed it for the time being, and

the Christian element had to take root again in the mountains of the far

north. From this time (A. D. 711) until the conquest of the last Moham-

medan state by Ferdinand and Isabella in 1492 Iberia was divided, not

merely between a Moslem and a Christian state, but generally between

several of each kind and the utmost confusion prevailed everywhere. Nor

did the marriage of Ferdinand of Aragon to Isabella of Castile and Leon

and their joint conquest of Granada unify the peninsula, since Navarre

maintained its independence some time longer and Portugal longer still.

In 1580 Portugal was, indeed, added to the Spanish monarchy, but 60

yeirs later it reestablished its independence which it retains to the present

< xy. On the other hand, without having made an integrated state of the

peninsula, the Spaniards, as their power increased and opportunity per-

mitted, began to carry their arms outside, to North Africa, to Italy, to

the Netherlands, and to the Americas, another illustration of the process

we have found almost axiomatic that, once unified or only partly unified, a

nation—or rather those in control of its government—immediately want

to make it the nucleus of an empire.

The evolutionary character of a nation is perhaps nowhere better illus

trated than in the case of Britain. Indeed, in taking up this subject one

is in doubt what term to give the nation in question that would perfectly

characterize it. Britain is a word of Celtic origin and became applied to

the island of Great Britain and also to "Little Britain," the Breton peninsula

in France. But the island of Great Britain includes the Welsh who are

really the true Britons, the Gaelic highlanders in Scotland, and the peoples

occupying the eastern lowlands of England and Scotland. The lowlanders

of Scotland, however, were Northumbrians of the Kingdom of Bernicia

who became separated from the rest and in time adopted the name of a

Celtic tribe which had formed the nucleus of the north British kingdom
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and given it its name of Scotland. The Teutonic lowlanders, therefore,

came to be thought of as Scots and their Teutonic dialect as Scotch though,

as a matter of fact, they had originally been part of a tribe from north

Germany called Angles which has given its name to the southern king-

dom of Britain and the territory it occupied. To further complicate the

matter, it must be added that the Angles occupied only the northern and

central parts of England itself ; the southern portion, including that region

settled by the people who finally unified the country politically, was in

the possession of Saxons from the German coast and Jutes from Denmark.

Thus a Teutonic Saxon tribe brought under one government that part of

the island of Great Britain which received its name from another Teutonic

tribe and in course of time extended its authority over an island named

by Celtic peoples and over a kingdom containing two dialectically different

Celtic peoples but controlled by another body of English. Thus paradoxi-

cally, the Celtic kingdom in the north came under virtual control of English

and the English kingdom in the south under the control of Saxons.

To this mixture was presently added both in Scotland and England an

influx of Danes and Norwegians, and they had hardly ceased coming when

England was conquered by the Normans, themselves a mixture of Nor-

wegians and various sorts of Latin people from France including some

additional Celts from "Little Britain." For some time after this event the

rulers of England considered themselves French rather than English and

used their island subjects to preserve and extend their possessions in France

rather than to promote the true interests of England. Edward I at length

adopted a definite insular policy, his ambition being to unite all of the

island of Great Britain under his rule. He succeeded in annexing Wales

but in doing so left scars which have served to preserve the cultural aloof-

ness and cultural solidarity of the Welsh down to the present day with-

out keeping them from a whole-hearted support of the British state. In

Scotland, however, Edward was not so fortunate and his attempt to bring

about a union in that quarter only served to embitter relations between

the northern and southern kingdoms for centuries more. Nevertheless,

nationalistic feeling within England continued to increase and it was

fortunate for her that this was aided powerfully by the rising nationalism

of France and the termination of British control over most of France by

Philip Augustus and later sovereigns with the efficient help of Joan of

Arc. The unification of Great Britain finally came about through the acces-

sion of a Scottish king to the throne of England. Long before this time,

in the twelfth century, Ireland had been invaded and the attempt to extend

English authority over it by force met with greater apparent success than

had been the case in Scotland, but the futility of compulsion as a means
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of uniting the sentiments of populations was never more strikingly illus-

trated. With the exception of the extreme north which was actually an

English and Scotch colony, Ireland remained unreconciled and has

remained so to the serious discomfort of England at the present day.

Germany, now so violently, not to say pathologically, nationalistic, has

known fewer periods of unity than any of the great modern states of

Europe except Italy. The nucelus out of which unity ultimately came

was brought into existence by the division of Charlemagne's empire to

which reference has already been made. Louis the German and his suc-

cessors extended their authority eastward over many of the remaining

Germanic peoples and also over some of the Slavs. This period of Ger-

many's history reached its apex with the monarchs of the House of Hohen-

staufen, 1138-1254, but they unfortunately added to their title of King of

Germany those of King of Italy and Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire

with the result that purely Germanic interests were constantly lost to sight

and gradually the authority of local princes increased while the power of

the central government declined. This tendency was accelerated by the fact

that the imperial office was elective and continuity of power was constantly

broken, a process by no means displeasing to the semi-independent princes

of the empire, and one which reached its culmination with the "Great

Interregnum," in 1254-1273. But though the accession of Rudolph of

Hapsburg at the end of this period improved conditions temporarily and

from 1437 onward monopolization of imperial power by the Hapsburgs

occasioned less dislocation between reigns, the country continued divided

internally, and to political differences the Protestant Reformation at the

beginning of the sixteenth century added a still more divisive element.

In spite of sporadic alliances under an occasional abler sovereign, this

condition continued until the rise of a new state which presently intro-

duced real unity into the greater part of the Germanic world. The begin-

nings of this state date back to the early decades of the thirteenth century

when the Knights of the Teutonic Order were assigned lands occupied

by Slavic people in what is now Prussia. Immediately after acquiring pos-

session they set about conquering and Teutonizing these territories. Later

Prussia came under the control of the Dukes of Brandenburg who presently

assumed the title of Kings of Prussia and gradually extended their

authority over most of northern Germany. In 1866 the King of Prussia

defeated the Austrians and put an end to the dominant position they had

held over the German states. In alliance with the south Germans Prussia

was victorious over Napoleon III in the Franco-Prussian War, and at its

close the German states by common consent made the Prussian king Emperor

of Germany. A period of great prosperity followed which was ended by
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the loss of World War I and the severance of some border territories.

All this time, however, there had been two Germanic countries, the Ger-

man Empire and the Austrian Empire, although the latter included several

million Hungarians and Slavs and numbers of Romanians and Italians.

More than two-thirds of Switzerland is German in speech, and there are

German settlements scattered through the Balkans and in Russia, and

also in South America.

Southeastern Europe contains a mixture of peoples differing not so

much in physical type as in linguistic and cultural background. Most

important are the Slavs, but they are split into a number of dialectic divi-

sions which generally have very little sympathy for one another. This is

true even of the Serbians, Croats, and Slovenes who constituted the Yugo-

slav state, and to these must be added the Czechs, Bulgars, Ruthenians,

and Poles. The Bulgarians are Slavic in speech and mainly so in blood,

but they originated from a Ural-Altaic tribe from the east which became

Slavicized in the course of its movement toward the Danube. In the center

of this Slavic area is a huge block of Romanians who inherit their lan-

guage and racial sympathies from Roman settlers brought north of the

Danube after Trajan's conquest of Dacia, and Magyars of Ural-Altaic

origin who forced their way into the Hungarian plain toward the end of

the ninth century. Along the southern coasts the Greeks still maintain

themselves outside of Greece proper, and in the west are the Albanians,

aborigines of the country from time immemorial. The Turks, who con-

trolled the whole of the Balkans at one period, still constitute a con-

siderable element in the population. Each of these has had sporadic

periods of independence and political success but for equally long periods,

or for longer periods, with the exception of the Turks, they have been

subjected to some neighboring group. Few of them in the time of their

prosperity have scrupled to extend their boundaries over the lands of their

neighbors. Macedonia, for instance, has been an eternal bone of contention

between Serbia and Bulgaria with Greece not backward in claiming portions

of it.

The foundations of Russia were laid in the middle of the ninth cen-

tury by three Norse brothers, Rurik, Sineus, and Truvor, and they and

their successors brought together numerous small preexisting states until

their power extended over much of modern Russia, their capital being at

Kiev. After 1054, however, when Yaroslav the Great died, the country

broke up again and during the next 170 years it is said that no less than

64 principalities arose and 83 civil wars took place. For a time Novgorod

in the north was the most important state. It was a member of the Hanse-

atic League and had a republican form of government. The union of all
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Russia, however, was brought about by another state centering in Moscow

though its development was held back by internecine struggles between

the monarch and the nobility, and after that by the Mongol invasions and

the establishment of the Khanate of the Golden Horde which lasted from

1238 to 1462. Russia was finally united, by Ivan the Great who put an

end to the Republic of Novgorod and Ivan the Terrible who destroyed

the power of the nobles within and the Mongols without. After the

death of the latter in 1584 there was a period of disintegration terminated

by the accession of the family of the Romanoffs in 1613. With Peter the

Great (1689-1725) Russia entered the arena of western European politics

and established her capital at St. Petersburg close to the Gulf of Finland

and on territory recently annexed. From that time on Russia continued to

expand, taking in the neighboring Baltic states, sharing in the partition

of Poland toward the end of the eighteenth century and extending her

conquests steadily southward to the Black Sea and the Danube and east-

ward to the shores of America where Alaska was held for about a century

until sold to the United States. In 1917 the imperial government was

displaced by the present Soviet regime.

Poland, like Russia, began as a number of loose independent communi-

ties which were slowly drawn under one government. Under Boleslaus III

she attained to considerable power, but he divided the state among his

sons and from 1138 to 1305 there was another period of division, while

in 1241 and again in 1259 the difficulties of the country were increased

by Mongol invasions. In 1230 the Polish king introduced the Teutonic

Knights along the Baltic coast thereby laying unwittingly the founda-

tions of modern Germany and occasioning Poland unforeseen trouble.

Casimir III (1333-1370), one of the great monarchs, strove to build up

a middle class. In 1396 Lithuania, which had begun to develop in the thir-

teenth century to the northeast of Poland and came to control an even wider

area, was united with the latter country by the marriage of its Grand Duke

Jagiello to the heiress of the Polish throne. From this time on Poland

suffered constantly from internal disturbances occasioned particularly by

the claims of rival contenders for the throne, and also from wars with the

Turks from which she derived more glory than profit. Finally, by three

separate partitions, in 1772, 1793, and 1796, Polish territory was divided

between Prussia, Russia, and Austria. She was in part liberated by Napo-

leon through the creation of the ephemeral Grand Duchy of Warsaw

(1807-1812), and again made an independent state by the Allied powers

in 1919 until redivided between Germany and Russia in 1939.

Switzerland originated in a league cf three German-speaking cantons

in the Alps and gradually extended so as to embrace cantons speaking
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French and Italian as well as German besides those using the Rhaeto-

Romanic dialects of Latin origin. She has always enjoyed a republican

form of government.

The Scandinavian countries were divided in early times among numer-

ous vikings who were brought with difficulty under the authority of the

kings of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. After the Treaty of Kalmar

(1379) Denmark united all three countries under her sceptre, but the

Danes were driven from Sweden by Gustavus Vasa in 1523 and soon

afterward Sweden launched out upon a career of conquest which gave her

control of the region of the Baltic Sea. After the defeat of Charles XII

at Poltava in 1709, however, the greater part of her conquests were lost

to Russia, and Sweden soon retired within her own boundaries. For a

brief period she had a colony in North America and controlled the island

of St. Bartholomew in the West Indies. Denmark also had a colony in

the West Indies—the Virgin Islands—until these were sold to the United

States ; Iceland was obtained by her along with Norway but has recently

become an independent republic, so that the sole colony retained by Den-

mark at the present day is Greenland. Her control of Norway continued

until after the defeat of Napoleon in 1814 when that country was turned

over to the King of Sweden and remained under the Swedish kings al-

though with an independent parliament until 1905, when all connections

between the two governments were terminated and Norway returned to

complete independence under a monarch of her own choosing.

The Netherlands was for a long period an appanage of one of the great

neighboring states and finally fell under the power of Spain. Spanish

authority was ended by the famous Dutch hero William the Silent of

Orange, and a period of industrial and commercial prosperity followed^

sometimes under sovereigns of the House of Orange and sometimes as

an aristocratic commercial republic. For a considerable period this coun-

try was a trade rival of Great Britain, and she built up an impressive

colonial empire in the East and West Indies and in North America but

was defeated ultimately by her more powerful neighbor.

After the Netherlands attained independence Belgium continued for a

time under the rule of Austria and Spain. In 1790 the Austrians were

driven out and a few years later Belgium was incorporated into the em-

pire of Napoleon but on his fall was handed over to the King of the

Netherlands. The new association proving distasteful, a rebellion broke

out in 1830 and a year later Belgium was recognized as an independent

kingdom. Her principal drawback has been the fact that she includes two

distinct and to some extent competitive peoples, the Flemings, who speak

a language related to Dutch, and the Walloons, French in speech and

sympathies. Her only colonial venture has been the "Congo Free State."
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The United States of America arose as a federal union of thirteen

colonies, most of them settled by people from Britain, though of very

diverse political, social, and religious ideals, two by the Dutch and one by

Swedes. In course of time 35 states have been added and the population

has been increased by immigrants from all parts of Europe and some

sections of Asia, not to mention several million descendants of former

African slaves, and several hundred thousand aborigines. America has

extended her authority over the Hawaiian Islands, Puerto Rico, and some

minor territories, and temporarily over the Philippines, but has shown

little imperialistic ambition.

The other independent states of the New World have been able to

retain their territories practically unaltered since their separation from

Spain, Portugal, and France, and there have been more cases of voluntary

dissolution than subordination through conquest.

The Chinese Empire originated from a center, or centers, along the

Yellow River from which Chinese culture gradually spread over the rest

of the country. Her history has in the main shown an alternation of

centralized control maintained for a time by some vigorous line of rulers,

and division into a number of competing principalities. Some of her

rulers have belonged to conquerors from beyond her borders, like the

Mongols and Manchus, and her emperors have, at times, controlled the

peoples nearest them such as the Koreans, Mongols, and Tibetans.

Korea derived her civilization mainly from China. She was sometimes

an independent state, sometimes controlled by China or Japan, and for

many centuries she was divided internally between three competing

governments.

Japanese civilization was transmitted to her through China and Korea. Her

population contains Mongolian and Malayan elements besides strains from

the Ainus who formerly occupied a large section of the north. Although

marked out for a single state by the environing ocean, Japanese nationality,

as in other cases, has gone through a period of evolution. It began in

the south and extended very gradually over the rest of the country. Inde-

pendently of Europe a feudal system developed here which lasted until

after the revolution following upon the opening up of the country to

European influences. Japanese imperialism is something entirely modern.

We now know that India was the seat of one of the oldest civilizations

in the world and apparently the one among early cultures most devoted

to civic well-being and most averse to war. This flourished in the Indus

Valley and evidently among non-Aryan people, probably Dravidians.

Later came the Indo-European invaders from the northwest whose history

is almost coterminous with the known history of India itself. They gradu-

ally extended their power and their language over the northern part of
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the country but most of the Deccan remained Dravidian in speech though

another speech group, the Kolarian, also maintained itself there. Indian

civilizations have contributed enormously to the culture of the human

race, particularly along the lines of mathematics, philology, philosophy,

and religion, but also in all of the arts and industries, yet not even the

north was for a long period under one government, and there it was peri-

odically disturbed by invaders following in the footsteps of the original

Aryan colonists. Alexander the Great extended his dominions into the

Punjab and was followed by several of the Seleucid monarchs. Later came

the Kushan invaders, the Arabs, the Turks of Ghazni, Timur, and Nadir

Shah of Persia as late as 1739. One of the world's three greatest religions,

Buddhism, originated in northern India, and the only early Indian monarch

who came near uniting the entire peninsula under one government was

the great and good Buddhist king Asoka of the Maurya dynasty. Most

of northern India was again' brought under one government by the Mogul

emperors after 1525, particularly Akbar the Great (1556-1605), and

Aurangzeb (1658-1707). The dominions of the latter reached, indeed,

to the southernmost tip of the peninsula though the adhesion of many

of the wilder tribes was never more than formal. In the other direction

they included Afghanistan and Baluchistan. After Aurangzeb's death

the empire declined rapidly, and the influence of Europeans increased

apace. Portuguese, Dutch, and French succeeded one another as leaders

among the European nations, but the English finally supplanted them all.

THE BASES OF NATIONAL LIFE

From the above sketches the widely variant conditions under which

states have come into existence and the diversity of factors entering into

their development are sufficiently evident. They have arisen through the

aggregation of smaller units, voluntarily, or under compulsion, or through

a mixture of the two. The voluntary principle in its purity yields federal

republics of relative stability, whereas the principle of compulsion results

in empires founded on conquest and destined to run the gamut of national

integration, a career of conquest, and ultimate dissolution owing to inter-

nal decay and the appearance of more powerful competitors. Switzerland

and the United States are excellent examples of the former; the empires

of the ancient oriental world, Rome, and the Aztecs of the latter. States

which have attained national consciousness and governmental homo-

geneity have always been strongly tempted to enter upon a career of con-

quest and transform themselves into empires, so that a first inspection

conveys the idea that states of this type have been in the vast majority.

A closer examination, however, reveals the fact that the cooperative or

voluntary principle has been at work also, especially in the early lives of
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nations, aggressive imperialism being a cancerous growth upon the healthy

tissue of cooperative nationalism.

Thus the wars between city-states in Egypt and Babylonia which resulted

in the unification of those countries were rather contests between royal

houses than between peoples. In all permanent consolidations of this sort

the consent of the masses was evidently the determining factor, based

upon a "consciousness of kind." This was conspicuously the case in the

consolidation of Germany and Italy in the nineteenth century, and it is

to this "consciousness- of kind" that we must attribute the existence and

persistence of states under whatever form of government and not to the

form of government itself, to the race of the inhabitants, to its geography,

language, or culture. "Consciousness of kind" is not, however, a perfect

characterization of the sentiment. The state rests upon a feeling that the

well-being of its members is assured by a common destiny, and this involves

not merely a desire for economic well-being but the more obscure but

very real aspiration for cultural and spiritual self-realization. The truth

of this will be made clear by a brief discussion of the principal factors

above mentioned, factors which though generally assumed to be primary

determinants are in fact only secondary.

THE FACTOR OF RACE

Race is most often and most erroneously confounded with nationality.

To prove how little it has to do with the determination of nations we

need only examine some competent general work like Coon's "Races of

Europe." If another were chosen, some differences in details might

appear, but the main conclusions would not be altered.

On consulting Coon's map showing the distribution of races in Europe

and the Near East, we find the following situation. The mass of Span-

ish people are Mediterraneans but so are the vast mass of Portuguese,

Sardinians, Corsicans, north Africans, Egyptians, and Arabians. There

is certainly no nationalistic sentiment shared by all these people to the

exclusion of others. The mass of the French are Alpines, but there is a

large Nordic element in the north and some in the east, a Mediterranean

element in the south, and a Noric element, besides what Coon considers

a surviving element, the Teviec type. Moreover, the north Italians are also

mainly Alpines and so are the Swiss, south Germans, and Austrians

besides many of the Slavic people of central Europe. The majority of the

British are Nordic, but there are among them remnants of three other

strains, and moreover eastern Ireland, the Netherlands, western Belgium,

central Denmark, southern and central Sweden, most of Finland and the

Baltic states, much of northern France, south-central Germany, and cen-
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tral Russia are also Nordic. Iceland, the Faroe Islands, and the Shetland

Islands are occupied by people of the Briinn stock, but so are southwestern

Norway, the Frisian coast of Germany, and western Ireland. Northwestern

Germany contains a block of people of ancient descent called Borreby but

southwest Germany is Nordic mixed with Noric, and the German coast

east of the Oder belongs to the East Baltic stock while the south is Alpine.

On the other hand the Borreby extend over much of Denmark, and are

found in the southernmost parts of Sweden and Norway besides spots in

Scotland and England, in Montenegro and parts of Albania. Poland

seems to be quite solidly Neo-Danubian but so is northeastern Russia, and,

as we have noted, Russia is also largely Nordic. Besides these it has

plenty of Dinarics and Mongoloids. In many of these cases we may say

that the prevailing type is of one stock, the Mediterranean in Spain and

Portugal, the Alpine in France, Italy, Switzerland, and Austria, the Nordic

in Great Britain, the Netherlands, Sweden, Finland, and the Baltic states,

Neo-Danubian in Poland and possibly Russia, the Borreby type in Norway

and Iceland, and perhaps the Brunn type in Germany, but in all these

other types are represented by individuals who have no less and no more

sense of national solidarity than those of the dominant group. The fact

seems to be that unless racial difference is marked, that is, unless there

is a difference like that between whites, blacks, and yellows, it is actually

of minor concern. In the New World before its discovery by Europeans

it played little or no part. In the Old World until the relatively modern

mixing of peoples took place it was not a conspicuous factor except in

India and countries influenced by India, while even there caste distinctions

rest less on present racial differences than on differences of bygone ages.

If it had not been for the institution of African slavery and strained eco-

nomic conditions brought about by modern contacts between Europeans

and Asiatics, it would have had little effect in the Old World today.

What most people mean when they talk of the Anglo-Saxon, German,

Russian, or Arabian race is linguistic and cultural identity—not biological

contrast.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL FACTOR

One of the primary- determinants of nationality is geography. Egypt is

often called the gift of the Nile and the same dependence on this great

river existed, of course, in the case of the nation. In a similar manner

was created Babylonia out of the flood plain of the Tigris and Euphrates

Rivers, which constitute a great natural oasis on the edge of the Arabian

desert like the Nile Valley in the midst of the Sahara. Greece was pri-

marily the Aegean basin. Italy was set apart from the rest of Europe by

the Alps and Spain by the Pyrenees, Great Britain by the North Sea and
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English Channel, while India was similarly divided from inner Asia by

the Himalayas and Japan by the Japan Sea and Chosen Strait.

Some countries are not so clearly outlined by Mother Nature, but even

within the bounds of those indicated other modifying factors have been

at work. Even in Egypt, which might be called peculiarly a geographical

country, racial differences between the south and the north and intrusions

from without have prevented a uniform evolution. In Babylonia, at least

three peoples have interacted to determine the course of its history. In

the evolution of Greece we must recognize the part played by the old

Cretan civilization which flourished among men quite distinct in type and

in language from the historic Greeks. Nor can the influence of Phoenicians,

the peoples of inner Asia, and the wilder tribes of the north such as the

Macedonians and Thracians be ignored. Geographical association did not

make a united Greece, and community of feeling was as strong between

Miletus in Asia and Syracuse in Sicily as between two states of Greece

proper. In ancient times there was little sense of unity within Italy as we

understand Italy today, and it was first under one government as a mere

part of the Roman Empire. After the fall of Rome and down into the last

century it was almost uniformly controlled by several distinct governments,

some of them located beyond the borders of the peninsula, and the north

and south were eternally at odds. Not only has the Iberian peninsula been

disunited during the greater part of its history, but it still contains two

independent states and the Catalonian section of Spain has not been in

complete sympathy with the rest of the country. Perhaps Great Britain,

in spite of the clear-cut separation owed to her insular character, has shown

a more varied history and more disturbing factors than any other of the

principal powers. China and Korea have often been divided into several

competing states, and India never did attain to entire national unity except

perhaps under the Buddhist monarch Asoka and the Mogul emperor

Aurangzeb. Here the geographical factor was probably modified by others

to a greater extent than anywhere else in the world, and is notoriously so

at the present day by divergence in religious belief.

THE FACTOR OF LANGUAGE

Since language is the principal means of communication between people

and culture is communicated and preserved largely by its means, since

physical differences outside of India have played a very minor role in

national life until modern times, and since geographical boundaries al-

though of very great importance do not necessarily enclose or separate

people of one language or general culture, language remains as the one

most important national determinant.
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Yet, as I have pointed out, the boundaries of few nations coincide pre-

cisely with boundaries of language. English is not spoken as their sole

language even yet by all people living within the British Islands, and it

is spoken by 130,000,000 people in the United States and millions more

in Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and other parts of the

world. French is spoken not only in France and the French colonies, but

in the Canadian Province of Quebec, in the Republic of Haiti and to

some extent in the State of Louisiana. On the other hand the French

Government has controlled German-speaking people in Alsace and Lor-

raine for long periods, and still rules over speakers of Italian in Nice,

Savoy, and on the Island of Corsica. The Italian Government, while fail-

ing to include populations in the areas just mentioned, and others on

the Dalmatian coast, along with one Swiss canton, has been extended

over German-speaking people of the Trentino, Slavs in Dalmatia, and

Albanians, not to mention its control of Tripolitania. The Spanish Govern-

ment has not brought another Iberian state, Portugal, under its power,

and has never entirely reconciled to its authority the Catalonians on the

opposite side of the peninsula. On the other hand it controls parts of

Africa where Arabic or Berber is the current tongue. At the same time

its speech is shared by eighteen republics in the New World, and by

Puerto Rico.

In spite of recent extension over the German populations of Austria,

Czechoslovakia, and Poland, the present German Government has not

included Switzerland, nearly three-quarters of which is German in speech,

nor German areas in the Balkans .and in Russia. Swedish is spoken in

parts of Finland and Danish in parts of Germany. All speakers of Russian

except possibly a few in Alaska, not to mention refugees, are under the con-

trol of the U. S. S. R., but that government rules numbers of people who are

not Russians even if we include under that term the White Russians and

Ukrainians. Among them may be mentioned the numerous Ural-Altaic

peoples of central and eastern Asia. *

CONCLUSION

The only justification of any government is the benefits it confers upon

the governed, and although governments have grown up in harmony with

geographical, linguistic, and to some extent cultural and racial factors,

our discussion shows that none of these has been an absolute determinant.

Switzerland is an excellent example of a country which has evolved in

spite of linguistic differences. Geography has not been a determining

factor in the case of Portugal, Germany, or Russia, although geographical

position has powerfully affected their evolution. There is every reason to
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hope that governmental associations will peacefully transcend limiting

boundaries of this type as economic, social, and spiritual influences become

more and more widely diffused. It is important that such extensions be

made, not by force, but by mutual consent. In this particular the examples

set by Switzerland and the United States will serve as useful models. In

both cases geography entered into the solution of the problem, language

and culture played a part, but common interest irrespective of these fac-

tors was far more important than either. This common interest was, in the

first place, a common love of liberty and of the free expression of the

cultural life. The French-speaking Genevan, the Italian-speaking inhabi-

tant of Ticino, and the German-speaking citizen of Zurich valued free-

dom more than subordination to a Bourbon, a Piedmontese, or a Hapsburg

monarch. It was similar with the organization of our own country. What-

ever sordid interests entered into the picture, the fact remains that wide-

spread aspiration for freedom moved our ancestors to separate from an

England which they had long loved but which they ceased to reverence

under the narrow, short sighted policies of the Hanoverian kings. Al-

though we inherited from the mother country our language and many of

our ideals, we are yet a cosmopolitan republic rather than an Anglo-Saxon

nation. Thousands upon thousands of Germans find this country more

theirs than Germany could possibly be, and more so now than ever.

Thousands upon thousands of Italian-born citizens are Americans first.

The same is true of the great bulk of former Britons, Scandinavians, Finns,

and Slavs, and the sentiment is shared by more Chinese and Japanese than

is commonly supposed.

We shall be untrue to our inheritance and to what the world expects

of us if we fail to maintain the ideal—and the fact—of freedom in all

its aspects and if we fail to make personal worth and social service the

measure of value between man, and man instead of race, language, culture,

or descent. There are differences among us brought about by those fac-

tors and it would be folly to ignore them or attempt to ride roughshod

over the prejudices connected with them, but we must strive continually

to exalt human values at the expense of accidents of birth or condition

and occasions for friction between the various elements in our popula-

tion will grow less and less and our unity become greater and greater.

Justice toward all and the happiness of all must be our personal as well

as our collective concern. In so far as these ends are accomplished we

need not worry regarding the patriotism of our people. It will not have to

be hot-housed to keep it alive. And also we may laugh at all attempts to

separate us along racial or class lines or to deflect to a foreign state the

allegiance and devotion which belong properly to our own.
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In our dealings with other nations we must at the same time remember

that the only certain security is collective, and that freedom at the expense

of another is not freedom. During the celebration at the Sorbonne in honor

of his seventieth birthday, Louis Pasteur, one of the greatest scientists of

all time, said:

Gentlemen. . . . You bring me the greatest happiness that can be experienced

by a man whose invincible belief is that science and peace will triumph over igno-

rance and war. . . . Never permit the sadness of certain hours which pass over

nations to discourage you. . . . Have faith that in the long run the nations will

learn to unite not for destruction but for cooperation, and that the future will belong

not to the conquerors but to the saviors of mankind.
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